Bacterial vaginosis—some research issues

As mentioned earlier in this issue of *TreatmentUpdate*, bacterial vaginosis (BV) is the result of an imbalance in the bacteria that live in the vagina.

**Emerging research ideas**

Compared to many other conditions, research on BV seems to move at a slower pace. Despite this, there are some emerging themes in BV research. Readers should note that these ideas are preliminary and under study; as a result, the issues captured by these ideas may not yet be widely embraced by all researchers and doctors who study and care for women with BV.

**The likely spread of BV**

The cause and triggers of the imbalance in vaginal bacteria that is the hallmark of BV are unclear. Some research suggests that BV is sexually transmitted: The most significant risk factor for BV is sex with a new partner. Recurrent outbreaks of BV have been linked to sex with the same partner. Furthermore, women who have sex with men and who have recovered from BV are less likely to redevelop this problem if their male partner uses a condom.

**Is it one germ or several?**

Some researchers think that one type of bacteria—*G. vaginalis*—plays a key role in BV. Other researchers think that a group of bacteria work to enable a better environment within the vagina for themselves, and, as a result, cause BV.

**Sexual networks**

Some studies have found an increased risk of BV in women of African descent and white women who have sex with men of African descent. Researchers are not certain as to the reasons for this but suspect that the bacteria that cause BV are present in some sexual networks.

**Treatment issues**

Recommended treatments for women with symptoms of BV include the following:

- tablets of metronidazole (Flagyl) taken every day for one week
- metronidazole gel applied intravaginally for five consecutive days
- clindamycin cream applied intravaginally for seven days

These treatments generally work in 75% to 85% of cases. However, BV often recurs or relapses sometime after a course of treatment.

Researchers are not certain why relapse with BV is common but speculate that the bacteria that cause BV likely produce a thin sticky layer (the technical name for this is biofilm) that helps them adhere to the walls of the vagina. This biofilm may also provide some protection from antibiotics.

Scientists are studying the ability of several compounds to disrupt the biofilm associated with BV.

**Friendly bacteria**

Researchers are studying strains of harmless and friendly bacteria that live in the body. They are testing different combinations of such friendly bacteria (called probiotics) taken orally in capsules. Most clinical trials of probiotics in
women with BV have not resulted in high rates of cure or prevention. However, these disappointing results may have occurred because scientists tested what one research team has called “poorly chosen probiotic candidates.” Emerging research suggests that new formulations of probiotics, including ones containing the bacteria \textit{L. crispatus}, may be worth exploring in well-designed clinical trials.

**Partner treatment**

As emerging research suggests that BV appears to be sexually transmitted, perhaps clinical trials where the woman’s partner is also treated may be a useful step forward. In the case of women with male partners, researchers are not certain which part of the male genital tract is the main source (or reservoir) of such bacteria. If such bacteria are only resident on the skin of the penis, then creams or gels could be used to treat the male partner. However, if the reservoir for BV-causing bacteria is inside the penis or other internal parts of the male genital tract, then the use of antibiotics taken orally may be a more fruitful application to explore.

**Outside as well as inside**

Many practices have been thought to be a trigger of BV. However, researchers have found that exposure to the following products is not clearly linked to the development of BV:

- sanitary pads
- panty liners
- sprays
- powders
- towelettes

In some studies, vaginal douching has been linked to an increased risk for developing BV. Bear in mind that in most of these studies, researchers have found that “women reported douching for symptoms or hygiene.” As a result, it is not clear if these women already had BV prior to douching. Also, researchers have stated that “douching is strongly linked to sexual behaviour” and this makes it difficult to know if BV results from douching or the sexual exposure that occurs after douching. Taking the totality of BV research into account, some scientists think that douching may be a co-factor for the development of BV in women, particularly those with an already somewhat abnormal bacterial balance in their vaginas.
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Disclaimer

Decisions about particular medical treatments should always be made in consultation with a qualified medical practitioner knowledgeable about HIV- and hepatitis C-related illness and the treatments in question.

CATIE provides information resources to help people living with HIV and/or hepatitis C who wish to manage their own health care in partnership with their care providers. Information accessed through or published or provided by CATIE, however, is not to be considered medical advice. We do not recommend or advocate particular treatments and we urge users to consult as broad a range of sources as possible. We strongly urge users to consult with a qualified medical practitioner prior to undertaking any decision, use or action of a medical nature.

CATIE endeavours to provide the most up-to-date and accurate information at the time of publication. However, information changes and users are encouraged to ensure they have the most current information. Users relying solely on this information do so entirely at their own risk. Neither CATIE nor any of its partners or funders, nor any of their employees, directors, officers or volunteers may be held liable for damages of any kind that may result from the use or misuse of any such information. Any opinions expressed herein or in any article or publication accessed or published or provided by CATIE may not reflect the policies or opinions of CATIE or any partners or funders.

Information on safer drug use is presented as a public health service to help people make healthier choices to reduce the spread of HIV, viral hepatitis and other infections. It is not intended to encourage or promote the use or possession of illegal drugs.
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